
A short look round the factory

Retouching dept. 1:  the two head re-

touchers, painting after photo of aerial

view of J&K factory can be seen on easel

Retouching dept. 2:  retouching staff at

work. Each and every photo needs re-

touching before ready for print.

The studio: we see (at least) three different process cameras, glass roof  to work with

daylight when possible, a porcelaine arrangement to be photographed can be seen in the

background. The studio dimensions: a width of 5,5 metres and a total length of 13 metres.

Powered printing frame: major use is to copy

negatives/film onto a “printing plate” (under

vacuum condition) for collotype process;

K&J’s colloytype printing shop (northern side): shown are 3 large

format collotype presses and sheets with postcards everywhere. The

press in foreground is able to print forty (different) post card views

per sheet. The max. printing capacity of such a collotype press in the

late 1930’s was about 500 sheets per day = 20,000 monochrom cards.

Colloytype printing shop (southern side): Junghanss & Koritzer had

a total of 6 larger format collotype printing presses by the end of 1927.

The printing sheets had to be fed manually, usually by women or boys.

Collotype was a slow printing process and required skilled staff, con-

stant room temperatures and humidity. When all presses were used

for postcards, J&K’s daily output reached approx. 100,000 cards
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By the Editor

I had to give up my original idea of tell-

ing the story of  Knackstedt & Näther

(K+N) from Hamburg in chronological

order. I failed to find reliable informa-

tion on K+N’s boom years 1902-06 yet.

In addition I realized the amount of

time, energy and funds needed. If I

would concentrate on K+N research

entirely, there would be no time left at all for

other ppc and TPA matters as well as corre-

spondence. So I decided to present research

news on this important postcard printer in

portions and publish a separate publication

with all research results on K+N some day.

K+N Stereo Cards
Knackstedt + Näther started their stereocard

series early in 1898, the exact date ist yet un-

clear. I was put in touch with a major Ger-

man stereoscope photography researcher/

collector, Dr. Dieter Lorenz, who holds a good

collection of K+N stereo cards. Dr. Lorenz

reports that to his current knowledge the

K+N stereo card production (according the

production numbers imprinted) sums up to

about 3000 cards. The same view was pub-

lished sometimes again in different design/

modified view. The stereocard line consisted

not only of topo views from various countries

but also genre type.

Dr. Lorenz also sent me a couple of photo-

copies with K+N stereocards from England,

Italy and Spain. The identical views were both

published by LL and K+N. The only difference

is that the views of K+N stereocards are a bit

smaller. That LL and K+N published cards

from identical photographs means not much.

They had probably the same supplier/photog-

rapher or more likely they exchanged views.

K+N’s ‘allied’ Partners:  Paris
The stereocard matter points towards LL be-

ing the “liierte Anstalt = allied business part-

ner” of Knackstedt & Näther. But also Neur-

din is well placed. LL were publishers and

printers, Neurdin was publisher only to my

current knowledge. Both companies were in

the first league ppc wise. Comparing the pic-

ture/printing quality of their pre-1910 cards

does not make much sense, all look very

alike, especially when you know that collo-

type printing was a difficult matter and chang-

es in tonal ranges in the same printing were

quite normal. And why do I think of a single

allied partner in Paris only? I wouldn’t be that

much surprised to learn one day that K+N

supplied cards to both French companies.

What does “liierte Anstalten” really mean? It

means co-operation and in most cases also

financial involvement. It could stand for busi-

ness co-operation, for example, K+N distrib-

uted something for LL or Neurdin and vice
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PPPPPARIS:ARIS:ARIS:ARIS:ARIS:

LL (Léon & Lévy)

and/or

Neurdin (ND Phot.)

WIENWIENWIENWIENWIEN     /////     VIENNAVIENNAVIENNAVIENNAVIENNA:::::

Liierte Anstalten: Paris, New York, Wien Allied business partners: Paris, New York, Vienna

versa. But I know of nothing suitable. Well,

all I can think of is that K+N printed cards for

LL and/or Neurdin, was paid directly or

received some company shares in return. It

seems that only little is known on the LL com-

pany history. Here is something I discovered

in “Papier-Zeitung”, issue 31 (April 18, 1907):

Lévy fils et Cie, a limited partnership on

shares, Paris, 44 rue Letellier, set up a print-

ing firm under the name of “L’Imprimerie
Nouvelle Photographique” with a capital of

1,050,00 Francs.

So, LL established a new own big printing firm

with quite a impressive business capital for

that time. What was before that date? Who

were the share-holders of Lévy fils et Cie?

A really interesting find comes from Dutch

collector Henk Voskuilen.  A LL card (no. 23)

from Lyon (Notre

Dame de Fourvières

- La Façade) which

has a typical K+N

address side layout

(see ills please). Ad-

dress side layout =

types/fonts used for

imprints, number,

length and exact po-

sition of writing lines

on card, type of dot-

ted lines (not alike).

All this is identical

with early undivided

K+N printed cards.

Another interesting

matter is the card

number found on

picture side.  The

small ‘23’ is “danc-

ing”  =  not put ex-

actly before caption

but in some distance

and not holding line.

Another peculiarity

found on many early

K+N printings – BUT

also found on many

early Neurdin cards.

Guess K+N printed

for both firms, may-

be not at the same

time. Research con-

tinues!

K+N’s ‘allied’ Partners:
New York
You have noted my simple survey at

bottom of the page and know who is

meant: The Rotograph Co., N.Y. City.

This is not really a surprise, other re-

searchers have already identified K+N

as one of the suppliers of Rotograph

years ago. Take a number of K+N print-

ed cards and compare these with Rotograph

issues. It needs no expert to recognize the

identical make. The rise and fall of both com-

panies is closely connected as I know now.

Does anybody really know how many cards

Rotograph put on the market??

From time to time I check the internet and

search for any information available. I found

some on Rotograph, however little on their

company history. General notes from refer-

ence works as Dorothy Ryan’s “Picture Post-

cards in the United States” give the informa-

tion that Rotograph cards were printed in the

Bronx, Germany, England and France. And

that Rotograph Co. purchased “National Art

Views Co.” in 1904. Of course the major in-

terest of collectors and researcher is to com-

pile a catalogue of the great number of Roto-

graph views, topo as well as topic.     (con’t)

From "The Postcard Album" Issue 19
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K+N’s ‘allied’ Partners:  New York

To my great surprise and joy there is new US

Rotograph site around (http://rotograph.org).

The people who compiled it present some

very interesting finds and facts. Rotograph Co.

had a branch in Chicago – approx. 60,000

cards were published, subjects ranged from

scenic views of cities and towns to real photo

portraits, to stylized greetings, to art reproduc-

tions and comics.

I nearly fell off my chair when I saw the let-

terhead of Rotograph Co. that a observant US

collector has found. It dates from 1904 or lat-

er because the National Art Views Co. is men-

tion. President of The Rotograph Company

was Arthur Schwarz, Vice-President was

Ludwig Knackstedt, Treasurer and General

Manager was a Frederick Schang. The latter

is unknown to me, Arthur Schwarz however

is one of the most enigmatic personalities in

the “real photo” postcard world. With refer-

ence to the excellent research work of An-

drew Cronshaw (“Four million postcards a

months!” – A history of the Rotary Photo-

graphic Co. Ltd., part 1 publ. in ‘Picture Post-

card Monthly’ April 1997) we know that Arthur

Schwarz had established the Rotograph Com-

pany in New York for the automatic printing

of photographs in 1892. This early date had

always puzzled me and I was unsure wheth-

er the early Rotograph Co. was identical with

the later postcard publisher Rotograph.

Schwarz founded the Neue Photographische

Gesellschaft (NPG) in Berlin-Steglitz on July

4, 1894. NPG became the world biggest firm

of continuous photographic printing, employ-

ing up to 800 workers. Rotary Co. Ltd. in

England was a German offshoot of NPG

formed in March 1898. NPG had also a branch

in France: Societe Industrielle de Photog-

raphie and so on.

Arthur Schwarz and our Wilhelm Georg Lud-

wig (called Louis) Knackstedt were business

partners not only in New York. It seems that

they had one thing in common: global think-

ing in business matters. For some years NPG

has a branch or bureau in Hamburg. I guess

this was K+N. The mention of NPG Hamburg

is not found in post-1910 years.

The Rotograph letterhead lists also Berlin -

London - Paris - Hamburg. Could be under-

stood as Rotograph Co. branches, but are

more connected with the president (NPG

Berlin + London) and vice-president (K+N

Hamburg + Paris). NPG and K+N are in my

opinion the two investors behind Rotograph.

Again we find a ‘Paris” connection. A minor

chance that NPG’s French branch is meant,

but it was not found directly in Paris. A find in

an junk box with French cards is interesting

(see ill at top of page 29 please). LL published

huge postcard series of art reproductions

covering French, Belgium, Dutch and Span-

ish museums. All are printed by collotype,

mostly sepia duotone on bright yellow card.

All these cards are in my file “possibly print-

ed by K+N for LL”. Then by surprise I came

accross two cards showing paintings from

“Musée du Louvre”, cards no. 222 + 287, with

LL imprinted on picture side (bi-lingual cap-

tion) and “The Rotograph Company, N.Y.

City (France)” imprint on address side. Plus

“Post Card” and “This side for the Address “.

Undivided back.  Rotograph Co. – LL – K+N ?

“Sunset on the coast” could be a possible caption for this unusual size (155 x67 mm) “post-

card” printed by K+N (duotone “Luxusdruck”) for Rotograph Co. No number/series imprint

but ‘Printed Matter’ instead ‘Postcard’. Without message (address allowed) the sender had to

pay low printed matter rate, with personal message letter rate had to be paid. P/u Oct. 1908.

This advertising imprint is found on reverso of Rotograph card G series, no. 7682 (Soldiers &

Sailors Monument, Hackley Park, Muskegon, Mich.). Rotograph copyright 1905. 3000 machine

coloured cards cost US $27; 5000 cards at $7 per 1000 = $35. The mention of the long delivery

time of 3 to 5 months from receipt of the order (!) alone would identify K+N as printer of this

card. K+N had great problems filling orders in time during 1905-07, although the number of

presses for production grew. Special thanks go to Bob Conrich who discovered this card.

Howard Woody shows a similar card in his article “International Postcards” (in ‘Delivering

Views’, Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington 1998). Also Style G but now described as

Machine Coloured, Chromo. Same rates but slightly lower offer for reprints. His sample shows

a divided back = 1907 or later. K+N printed the photo by collotype process and added five to

six overlay litho colours. Good quality but of course not that good as their “Chromo-Lichtdruck”.

Greetings from St. Paul – very

good quality high glossy “photo

card” from Rotograph series ‘S’

(?), card reads no. B 2156. Im-

print: “This is a Real Photograph

on bromide paper”. Not p/u, di-

vided back, post-1907 origin.

Dutch motif – in deep blue col-

ours! High glossy bromide photo

card, this process was named

“Delft”. Printed by NPG, Berlin.

Rotograph ser. 606/8. Have also

card no. 9, looks similar. P/u Au-

gust 1909 in USA. All Rotograph

cards supplied by Bob Conrich!

Ernst Koritzer Otto Junghanß

Franz Lenders

Otto Walther Adolf Jacobi

The new owners were both very active and

had a artistic background. I guess one or per-

haps both had a great interest in photogra-

phy. O. Junghanss and E. Koritzer added a

publishing dept to their firm. One of their

first projects dates from around 1889/90

and was a series of at least 25 different

views of popular/historic places  found

in Thuringia. The photos were taken by

J&K. Not picture postcards but sized

about 155 x 210 mm. Printed by collo-

type process on quality paper and then

mounted on thick card board. These

views were sold either individually or as

booklet (leporello fold-out) with embossed

cover, holding varying of views. Almost all of

the early printers which later had a good rep-

utation as ppc printers started this way. Some

dealers and collectors today do not recog-

nized that these views are not real photo-

graphs but were printed on a collotype press.

Most are really of excellent quality.

Series of other popular places in Germany fol-

lowed. Also views from Switzerland, Greece

and even Egypt. Added were reproduction of

sketches done by Herzog Georg II and a col-

lection of drawings titled “Die Meininger” by

local artist C. Allmers.

The prime interest of the owners was the

publishing field. In 1898 the firm was convert-

ed into a “GmbH” (limited company). Man-

aging directors (and partners) were Franz
Lenders and Gottfried Reinhard. Lenders

took over control in full in 1902. The complete

firm was now modernized, 3 new collotype

presses of latest make were bought, new

book printing presses incl. new type and

modern bookbinding equipment came

in use. It was Franz Lenders who direct-

ed the firm into the postcard printing

business. Early postcard orders were

carried out on presses capable to print

6 cards at one time. Two of J&K’s new

collotype presses were good to print max.

40 cards per sheet, another even good for

48 cards to be printed at the same time. Busi-

ness was booming indeed. However, Franz

Lenders died early on February 5, 1915.

Otto Walther and Adolf Jacobi took over

Junghanss & Koritzer on April 1, 1915. Walther

had already worked for J&K since 1902 as

employee and later also company secretary.

Jacobi was a local portrait photographer

who started his career in 1897 and with

his own studio business since 1901. This

combination helped the firm to survive

the difficult WW1 years and led to fur-

ther business success in post war years.

The equipment was again modernized

and the growing number of customers

forced Walther and Jacobi to extend the

company building in 1925 (see ill at bot-

tom of th page please; not a photo but a

painting). This is a quite interesting develop-

ment for a firm specialized in postcard print-

ing in the 1920’s. Many of the former big

names in this business disappeared, closed

down or were bought by bigger companies.

J&K however extended their building, in-

vested quite some capital in new machinery

and equipment. And it continued this way. In

1927 J&K bought the complete collotype dept.

of the bankrupt’s estate of “Wiedemannsche

Druckerei A.G.”, Saalfeld/Saale and had now

6 large format collotype presses running.

When I say that J&K was specialized in post-

card printing it does not mean that they

printed cards ONLY. The book printing dept

produced all type of printed goods for the (lo-

cal) trade and the authorities. From trade

cards, letterheads and bills to  books and cata-

logues. But picture postcards as well as art

cards from the late 1920’s on, were their

major income source. The jubilee bro-

chure was published in Nov. 1930. A

Klimsch printing directory from 1933

states that J&K had added also (rotary)

bromide photo printing. Birkner direc-

tory of 1938 states speciality “postcards”

and sole owner O. Walther only. The J&K

history ends with WW2. Polygraph 1950

directory tells us that there is still a print-

ing firm at the same location named

“Thüringer Volksverlag G.m.b.H.” works 2

(works 1 was the local newspaper), under

state control, using same printing processes,

identical number of presses and work force.
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Panorama view of the city of Meiningen, Thuringia, c.1908

A typical German Collotype Printer

The new factory building of 1887 with little river in foreground. “Mittlerer Rasen 1”

By the Editor

Business jubilee’s,  25 or

50 years in existence for

example, were usually

the reason to issue a

book(let) showing the

own strength and the lat-

est technical equip-

ment, modern factory

building. Bigger firms

had often a employee

responsible to record all

special dates and events

in a chronicle.

Founders, owners and

managing directors as

well as all other long

time staff are found in

this books/broschures,

posing proudly for the

camera eye. Only the

successful firms used to

publish and distribute

this sort of anniversary

book(lets), and should

be understood as a spe-

cial, personal way of ad-

vertising. That means

however, that all listed data was specially

chosen (“censored”) for this purpose.

Seldom detailed information on the produc-

tion is found, mostly general facts/figures and

views of production means, facilities etc.

Nevertheless such books are a good source

to the researcher, especially as they are usu-

ally well illustrated. And, these items are of-

ten hard to find, and when you are lucky you

learn to understand the term “expensive”.

I was lucky to find the 50 years business jubi-

lee booklet (1880 - 1930) of “Junghanß & Ko-
ritzer” from the small city of  Meiningen,

Thuringia. By the way, the German letter “ß”

is often found written “ss”. Means “sz” how-

ever. So the name “Junghanß” could also be

correctly written “Junghanss”.

I had come accross the name several times

before, always in connection with collotype

printing, and especially picture postcards. But

I had never seen a card with Junghanss &

Koritzer or at least a J. & K., M. imprinted. This

really puzzled me! Even intensive search

through a stock of over 15,000 cards, most

from Germany, produced not a single find.

Now I understand that I had probably many

dozens of J. & K. printed

cards in my hands, but

simply did not know

how they look like. Re-

ally a problem, but J. &

K. is indeed just another

German picture post-

card printer who stayed

in the dark and, not as

many others did, not put

any own logo’s, initials

or other identification

marks on cards printed.

Somehow this is a re-

searcher’s nightmare,

especially for those who

wish to estimate pro-

duction figures. It forces

you to look out for alter-

native sources of infor-

mation and to try to un-

derstand the business situation back then. Be-

cause one fact is absolutely clear: J. & K. were

specialised in picture postcard printing for

German as well as customers abroad. It was

not the sole article, but dominated their busi-

ness until WW2 years.

Let’s take a look at the

firm’s history.

November 6, 1880:

Carl Wagner (� )

founded a “Litho-

graphische Anstalt,

Buch- und Stein-

druckerei” business

under his name in Mei-

ningen. 6 smaller hand

presses for litho printing and only a single

press for letterpress were available. Carl Wag-

ner soon realized that he needed something

different to please the customers asking for

quality illustrated advertising leaflets, cata-

logues and other works. When Dr. Albert
from Munich perfected the collotype printing

process in 1883, Wagner saw his chance im-

mediately and introduced this process. the

first collotype prints were done on rebuilt litho

presses. This worked not

out that well and need-

ed too much time and

efforts. So it was not sur-

prising that C. Wagner

was among the first to

order a new collotype

flatbed press model in

1884. A bigger letterpress

as well as another one

for litho process were

bought. Big flatbed print-

ing presses do work effi-

ciently only when pow-

ered and a own gas-fired

power station was in-

stalled.

Plenty of investments but

business was booming.

The nearby porcelain

and wickerwork facto-

ries needed illustrated

advertising/catalogues.

So did the established

arms manufacters found

in nearby city of Suhl.

Even a advertisier named

“Der deutsche Bauan-

zeiger” was printed and distributed in 30,000

copies weekly. I have doubts if the mentioned

circulation figures are fully correct. Probably

a short-lived project only.

The year 1886:

C.Wagner sold his business to the Gebrüder
Hoffmann (Hoffmann Bros.) said to come

from London. The reason for the sale is un-

known and not mentioned in my booklet. I

have tried to find out something on the Hoff-

mann’s. Early printing trade literature men-

tions a Hoffmann business specialized in

“photographic articles/prints” busy in England

in the late 1880’s – mid 1890’s. These are said

however to come from Offenbach (Main),

Germany. If there was any connection be-

tween these “Hoffmann’s” is not clear. The

family name “Hoffmann” is common in Ger-

many. But was it also common in Great Brit-

ain? Reader’s help with this matter appreci-

ated.

Hoffmann Bros. as new owners wanted their

business and production more modern and

bigger. The firm moved in 1887 into a new

errected building (see ill below) located at

“Mittlerer Rasen 1”, a odd name for a street

by the way. Two modern

bigger format collotype

presses were bought

and other equipment in-

cluding the studio mod-

ernized.

However, the new build-

ing and the new machin-

ery was too much for the

Hoffmann’s. They did

run out of money soon

and by early Dec. 1887

the business was bought

by Otto Junghanß and

Ernst Koritzer.  From

now on until the end of

WW2 the firm carried

the name “Junghanß &
Koritzer - Graphische
Kunst- und Verlagsan-
stalt, Meiningen”.
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The Rotograph Co.  & K + N:
Two firms heading into decline
I don’t know the exact year when Knackstedt

& Näther got involved in Rotograph Co. And

as said before, K+N were NOT Rotograph’s

only post card supplier. Stengel & Co., Dres-

den, delivered their chromolitho gallery se-

ries, might have also printed some of the view

cards. Then we have NPG who supplied cards

as well as photographic paper and supplies.

The mention of London I interpret to be Ro-

tary Ltd. And there is at least one more (uni-

dentified) printer from Germany involved in

the production of Rotograph cards. Not to

forget US printer(s). Nevertheless K+N had

tied up quite some capital in New York. The

Rotograph Co. also represented Knackstedt

+ Näther, Hamburg, on the US market for

some years.

The following comes all from notes and busi-

ness columns found in “Papier-Zeitung”. A

open letter from K+N to the public/press why

they ran into financial difficulties, business

reports of NPG AG (= Aktiengesellschaft =

joint-stock company) who were forced by law

to publish regular business reports. The latter

is a real gift to researchers indeed!

For better understanding: K+N had TWO

printing facilities in Hamburg. The early

chromolitho printer H.A.J. Schultz & Co. be-

longed to the K+N business. (See separate

notes on next page please).

Ludwig Knackstedt formed a limited com-

pany (GmbH) of his Knackstedt & Näther

business together with H.A.J. Schultz & Co.

in March 1909. Knackstedt & Näther GmbH,

800,000 Marks company’s capital. Managing

directors were Ludwig Knackstedt and

Leopold Wernthal. I am very sure that the

clever businessman Ludwig did know at that

date already that K+N was in difficulties. He

surely did know of the coming heavy US pro-

tective tariff increase. The possible loss of the

(enormous!!) company’s capital would be

the minor misfortune. K+N’s “liierte” / closely

connected business partners in Paris, New

York and Vienna, are last mentioned in ad-

verts in early 1909.

K + N employed 450 people, had 50 flatbed

presses and 80 other machines for post-

card production ONLY in 1909. Knackstedt

& Näther was at that time one of the biggest

postcard printers in Germany – but the ppc

business and profit margins faded away.

May 2, 1910: K+N’s insolvency. In an open

letter addressed to all customers and the

trade press, K+N managers tried to explain

the reasons. K+N had a bigger share in a NY

postcard publishing company (Rotograph) for

a number of years. During the ppc boom years

before 1907, the business had ‘exploded’, so

that K+N was forced to almost double their

printing capacity. The economic crisis of 1907

(?) turned the NY company needy but instead

of giving up the share, K+N decided to sup-

port Rotograph financially (cards on credit?).

This turned out to be a big mistake. Attempts

to find printing orders from other sides to

compensate lacking US orders failed how-

ever. Because of the new strict US protective

tariff, numerous printing presses in Germany

stood still. The competition severe, prices for

picture postcard printing were ruined and

K+N had begun to lose money every day.

Furthermore the N.Y.   engage-

ment required additonal capi-

tal in the very near future be-

cause it hadn’t been possible to

liquidate Rotograph Co. in time.

This led to drastic lack of com-

pany capital at K+N which

could not be compensated =

insolvency. The business con-

tinued, all orders were filled

and Ludwig Knackstedt tried to

built up a follow-up company

(= Knackstedt & Co, first advert

of this firm appeared already

on June 12, 1910!).

K+N had premises at Eppen-

dorfer Landstr. 102-104 (not the

former house no. 190!), Wagnerstr. 70 (former

H.A.J. Schultz & Co. address and new home

of Knackstedt & Co.) and Sierichstr. 160 (no

idea what was found here). The first meeting

of creditors took place on June 1, 1910. Mr.

Hamel, the receiver, placed several large dis-

play advertisements in “Papier-Zeitung” offer-

ing Eppendorfer Str. + Wagnerstr. premises

and part of the machinery, huge stocks of

postcards and negatives/plates.

K+N’s debts amounted to over 800,000

Marks. Surprisingly almost all creditors re-

ceived their money back. The part of K+N

needed for the production of postcards, the

premises at Wagnerstr. 70 and the stock of

80,000 (glas) negatives (mostly German

views) was bought by Ludwig Knackstedt to

form his new printing company. L. Knackstedt

must have been a wealthy man and/or had

several bank directors in his family.

More bad news from Rotograph Co.
NPG business report June 1909: The actual

unfavourable market conditions make it nec-

essary to save on business expenses. A

number of the employees to be laid off, part

of the business space rented, the complete

actual stock sold off. The Rotograph Co. busi-

ness year 1908 ended May 31 and produced

considerable losses. The former general man-

ager was fired in Spring 1909. A thorough re-

organization has begun including a simplifi-

cation of the complete organization.

NPG general business report for 1909 (pub-

lished May 1910). The still disadvantageous

US market conditions as well as continuing

problems with the staff led to losses. NPG

hopes to get rid of all their Rotograph shares

in 1910. Outstanding claims of 75,000 Marks

for previously delivered goods to Rotograph

are written off completely.

And finally a note from May 1907 (when times

were happier): Rotograph has presented a

dividend of 5% to share-holders for the busi-

ness year 1905-06. However, Rotograph Co.

needs more capital for expansation. NPG’s

share amounted to US $14.300.

K+N’s ‘allied’ Partners:  Vienna
Photobrom GmbH (Neubau-

gasse 64/66. Vienna VII) was of-

ficially formed (Ltd.) in June

1907. Company capital 300,000 crowns (in

1910) of which the Neue Photographische

Gesellschaft (NPG), Berlin held shares of

80,000 crowns. Yes, it is NPG together with

K+N again! The major purpose of Photobrom

was to handle collotype printing orders for

K+N and to distribute photographic articles

of NPG in the Austro-Hungarian Empire.

Photobrom represented NPG and K+N in

their country alone. Managers were Alois,
Rudolf and Arnold Pick. Noticed the family

name ‘Pick’ in printing trade circles several

times before, in Munich as well as in Prague.

I have several samples of K+N printed collo-

type cards with Photobrom logo on and also

one or two NPG cards with the name imprint-

ed. Business went on at Vienna satisfactorily.

No “bad news” found. Interesting is that the

successor to K+N, Knackstedt & Co., contin-

ued to supply cards to Photobrom. Have a

series of cards dating from WW1 published

by Photobrom and copper gravure printed by

K. & Co., Hamburg. I hope TPA readers in

Austria can provide some more information

on the Photobrom Ltd. history in the future.

Before we continue with Schultz & Co,

some data and  a  few figures that might

give you an idea of K+N’s collotype printing

capacity in Sept. 1907:

Knackstedt & Näther employed about 400

workers and had 40 flatbed printing presses

of which 19 were designed for collotype print-

ing. Many of their collotype presses were of

big format and were capable to print 50 post-

cards per sheet. Others were “standard size”

for 36 cards/sheet. Experienced printers man-

aged to print 500 sheets per day on a collotype

press, which is slow and not easy to handle,

especially large format. Juggling with figures:

Let’s say all presses were running, a normal

working day in pre-1908 years, and calculate

only 36 card format: 36 cards each on 19

presses = 684 x 500 sheets per day = 342,000

single cards per day in monochrom. Six days

working week: 342,000 x 6 = 2,052,000 cards

a week (in theory). I calculated low, did not

consider the bigger format,  did also not con-

sider that there was lots of working overtime

at K+N. Most of K+N’s card are coloured

however and need 5-6 overlay colours = ex-

tra time. Also not everything works out well.

But I forget to tell that K+N did not only print

collotype but also many cards by halftone

process. So, a rough estimate of 1,5 - 2 mil-

lion cards per week was possible under regu-

lar conditions, monochrome and full-colour

cards. K+N needed 100-120 (railway) wag-

ons card-board for postcard production per

year. This figure is of little use to me but

sounds good in promotional brochures. In ei-

ther way, K+N was a international postcard

printer in a big way for several years.

From "The Postcard Album" Issue 19
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One of many “Bismarck” cards, excellent chromolitho printing. Otto

von Bismarck, “loyal servant to the Kaiser Wilhelm I” reads a imprint,

died on July 30, 1898. Guess this card was published in 1899-1900

times. “We Germans fear god and nothing else in the world”. Wow!

Advertising imprint of H.A.J. Schultz, Hamburg, chromolitho print-

ers on original address side. Message in German, French and English

shows the international orientation of the Schultz printing business.

The name shows no “& Co.”, guess the imprint dates from 1901-03.

H.A.J. Schultz & Co. - Hamburg
was a typical German chromolitho printer, who produced many of

the today wanted “Gruss aus..” type of cards. Often printed in 10 -12

and up to 16 colours, detailed, carefully arranged, the work of highly

skilled lithographers and pressmen. Schultz is sometimes mentioned

in literature as printer of high-quality postcards for customers in Ger-

many and abroad (Hamburg harbour: the door to the world). No

data available how big the business was, medium-sized I guess.

Klimsch directory of 1898 informs that the Schultz printing business

was set up in 1893, and found at Wilhelmstr. 26/27. Specialized in

(chromo)litho work and poster printing. 1903 edition of the publish-

ing trade addressbook lists a “Heinrich Schultz”, chromolitho print-

ing institute and publisher (establ 1893), at a different street address:

Am Weiher 4.

H.A.J. Schultz moved into a new building at Wagnerstr. 70 some time

after 1903 and I believe that the “& Co.” was also added then. Unfor-

tunately I have misplaced my notes with page numbers on where to

find more business data in “Papier-Zeitung”. No time for search –

comes next issue. L. Knackstedt was a shareholder of H.A.J. Schultz

& Co. – for how long is not yet known. Then Schultz printing busi-

ness became insolvent as so many other German chromolitho (only)

printers between 1905-08. Knackstedt bought the company and con-

tinued as H.A.J. Schulz & Co. Nachf. (= successor).

Schulz & Co. had a printing process trade name registered on May 6,

1907 (application on Jan. 19, 1907). It was “Niki-Polychrom” and I

have no idea what this was or how it looked like, but saw the name

mentioned later in K+N adverts.

The distinctive “Postcard” imprint on

all known German H.A.J. Schultz

cards helps with identification. In

most cases the full name is imprinted however. (ill. in original size)

� Berlin-Wilmersdorf, Restaurant Otto Hermann, Grunewald.

Mailed by Willy (who spilled some beer or wine accross the card)

on April 1, 1904. Earliest H.A.J. Schulz & Co. printed card I know of.

Kimmelstiel & Co, Hamburg, published this joke card. “The final
picture postcard . . . not by any means!!” Printed by Schultz.

Postally used in July 1901. (From the collection of Henry Toms)

� The earliest postally used K+N card:  Sept. 5, 1897, comes

from the collection of Henry Toms. Caption: Gruß aus Hamburg. Fleth

beim holländischen Brook. Photo by Max Priester, Hamburg. K+N’s

imprint almost cut off entirely. Again one of these “Moonlight cards”.

K+N company name continues to exist!
Int’l Exhibition of the Book Industry and Graphic Arts, Leipzig 1914,

official catalogue, exhibitor group VII, no. 258 (photography). A.

Hoffmann, from Cuxhaven (near Hamburg) uses the original

name together with

“Nachf.” = succes-

sor. What a surprise!

Name rights bought?

Former employee?
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| The Printer with the Vertical Line

I had noticed printer codes with

a vertical dividing line, some-

times numbers only and then

again with a single letter  in front

of number, on picture postcards for a long

time. Most were nicely printed by collotype

process, often duotone, with views from dif-

ferent European countries. The code or pro-

duction no. is usually found on down hand

right corner, sometimes in the left corner and

from time to time on picture side together

with local publisher imprint.

I have a special interest in postcards printers

who mainly used collotype process, and soon

had a first idea who could have used this

number divided by line code but no proof.

The purchase of the many “Papier-Zeitung”

volumes paid off once again. Came across a

review on “Bordura” process

cards and the printer of these

was Sinsel & Co. from Leipzig-Oetzsch. I

own several cards with “Bordura” imprinted

and code with vertical line. It is also the firm

I have had an eye on first in this case.

Sinsel & Co was founded on April 1, 1885. The

sole owner was Georg Adolf Sinsel since April

1, 1895. In 1898 the firm was found in Leip-

zig-Plawitz, Erdmannstr. 9. Their specialities

were colour illustration work, especially by

heliogravure process. Sinsel & Co. formed

into a GmbH (Ltd.) and around 1900 moved

from one Leipzig suburb to another (Oetzsch,

Dorfstr. 2) and bigger building. Letterpress,

chromolitho, collotype printing and plate-

maker’s. Speciality: (coloured) illustrations

and postcards. In 1913 Sinsel & Co. employed

200 workers, 6 large and 3 smaller letterpress

machines, 5 large and 8 smaller format litho

presses and 8 large format collotype presses

working. By 1928 Sinsel & Co. still offered

postcard printing but also catalogues, poster

etc. 120 workers; 4 letterpress, 5 offset, 10

litho and collotype presses were in use.

A year later things had changed a great deal.

Sinsel & Co was taken over by Ernst-Albrecht

Seemann and partners (of well-known art

publishing house E.A. Seemann, Leipzig) and

moved to Eilenburger Str. 19. Only about half

of the presses were kept and 65 workers. The

last mention in directories dates from 1938.

Now Sinsel & Co. is found at Hospitalstr. 11a

(the E.A. Seemann building), employed 60

workers and produced art sheets, postcards,

religious pictures and labels. The Seemann

building was destroyed completely in WW2.

Have several Sinsel & Co. printing sample

cards with the Hospitalstr. address on. Sicofot,

Sicobrom, Fototon were some of their proc-

ess names at that time, some collotype, other

by halftone process, all b/w, mostly German

views but also 2 from Italy. Available in quan-

tities from 500 to 10,000 copies.

However, I think not all of the cards printed

by Sinsel & Co have also the code with divid-

ing line on. By the way, the two num-

bers on the right side of the line do

not stand for year date! Sinsel did not

use a characteristic address layout

or any other identification marks.

Another logo Sinsel used in the mid

1920’s is illustrated. Found in books

and not (yet) on postcards.

‘Bordura’ (Passepartout) card with inserted

view of the old town of Hall (Q 84|18).

Duotone (black/green) on smooth surface

ivory card. The printing quality is fantastic!

Approach to Wish-
ing Well reads the

caption of this card

by publisher Edward

Hitch from Wey-

mouth. Guess the

view comes also

from that region.

Card 1127|9 code.

Not postally used,

divided back and no

imprint “Printed in..”

Average printing

quality on ivory card.

Duotone, could be

black with (bright)

reddish grey.

Identification by chance – with help of UPU

New Year

greeting card,

chromolitho, p/u

on Dec. 31, 1907

in Chicago.

UPU ‘Post Card’

imprint from card

in original size.

A US reader once sent in a greeting card very similar to that illustrated

and asked if I would knew of a way to identify the German printer or

publisher. No logo or initials on, no special designed “Post Card”, no

special address side layout, chromolitho printed like millions of other

cards – nothing but “Made in Germany” imprint. I gave up soon.

The printer (also publisher?) of this New Year greeting card (flowers

and mountains) can be identified however, although not even a series

number is found. The UPU imprint was the key together with the match-

ing card from my files with printer name imprinted. UPU = Union Postale

Universelle founded at Bern, Switzerland in 1874 (Union Postale Gen-

eral), renamed in UPU in 1878. Business language is French. “Post Card”

in all languages of member countries found on early cards.

My matching sample with 100% identical UPU imprint is a halftone

printed view of the village Beuron, p/u Nov. 1908. Printed by “Vereinigte

Kunstanstalten Kaufbeuren und München” (also known as “Kudka”).

This big company has a interesting but varied history to be told in next

TPA issue. Establ. in 1858 and with 400 workers and over 50 presses in

pre WW1 years (mainly chromolitho but also collotype) among other

things producer of millions of postcards, most for customers abroad.

Kudka was represented in the US by a George Busse, 12 West 28th Street,

New York. Maybe Mr. Busse also marketed this greeting card?
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